Sardegna & Corsica
Two Caribbean pearls of the Mediterranean Sea: The idyllic Italian island of
Sardinia and the beautiful French island of Corsica.
Sardinia is famous for its magnificent beaches of fine white sand and
translucent turquoise waters. In contrast, the centre is mountainous and
villages have changed little over years.
The French island of Corsica was named the “Island of Beauty” by the Greeks
and is remarkably unspoilt, with a dramatic coastline and rugged interior.
We offer you the opportunity to do an exciting combination of the two islands,
considered the Caribbean of the Mediterranean Sea, staying for 6 nights in
comfortable hotels such as Hotel Rina 4* in Alghero (Sardinia) and Hotel
Atrachjata 3* in Aleria (Corsica).

Programme details
3 Nights HB with breakfast buffet at the Hotel Rina 4* in Alghero, Sardinia
1 Welcome Drink at the Hotel
3 Nights HB with breakfast buffet at the Hotel Atrachjata 3* in Aleria, Corsica
1 Ferry Transfer Santa Teresa – Bonifacio for Bus and passangers

Package price per person, 7 days
From € 380
(Min 25 Pax)

Sardegna & Corsica 2017
Programme suggestion

(*)

Day 1 - Arrival in Sardinia, by Ferry or by Plane and Transfer
to the Hotel Rina for a three-night stay on HB basis.
Day 2 - Visit of Alghero

Alghero, the Catalan "Alguer", where reminders of their
domination are still alive both in the language and local
traditions. The ancient walls still surround the old town
centre with its typical alleys and shops where the famous
coral is worked and exhibited.
Day 3 - Visit of the Costa Smeralda (Emerald Coast)
The name of this enchanted strip of costal land comes from the
unique colour of its sea water. In spite of the many villas, hotels
and the local harbour which is the real meeting-point built after
the Aga Khan's interest in Sardinia, the landscape is still the
most important element in tourists' holidays here. Explorers and
builders of the small famous villages have been able to
harmonize the original vegetation and wild nature with modern
buildings. The tour offers the traveller the chance of admiring
the worldly atmosphere around Porto Cervo and Porto Rotondo,
the sophisticated capitals of the coast. There will be also the
chance of discovering the untouched area of wild rocky coast of
Capriccioli in company with only the magnificent art of nature.
Day 4 - Visit of Bonifacio
After breakfast enjoy a scenic drive along the northern coast to
Santa Teresa di Gallura before taking the ferry across to Corsica
(crossing time approx. 1 hour). On Arrival in Bonifacio enjoy a
free time to explore this stunning fortified town. Dramatically
situated on a limestone peninsula, there are spectacular views
of the Mediterranean from the impressive Citadel plus a
delightful harbour and marina.
From here we continue north along the eastern coastal road to
our hotel Atrachjata for a three-night stay on HB basis.
Day 5 – Visit to the Bastia Peninsula.
A Full day tour featuring a scenic drive along the spectacular
coastline to Bastia and Cap Corse, a wild peninsula studded with
Genoese towers and a vast natural preserve that has become a
hiker's paradise.
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Day 6 – Visit to the hidden Corsica.
A scenic tour into the very heart of the island with its
unspoilt mountain scenery, streams and woodland,
including a visit of Corte, the ancient capital.
The upper town is picturesquely located atop a hill
dominated by the Citadel and a maze of narrow paved
streets lined with houses. Corte is situated in the heart of
Corsica's regional nature reserve dominated by the highest
peak of the
island.
Day 7 - Transfer for return flight or Ferry.
(*) Offer for the programme on request. Please just let us know
whether you travel by plane or by bus.

Rita & Veronica
Tel. + 39 050 796272
Fax +39 0183 548322
isole@gadis.it
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